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jipato
In Colombia and especially in the Departments of Tolima and Huila it means pale, anemic, which presents pallor on the
face.  Anemic, pale. 

jipe
Name of an African lake, located on the border of Kenya and Tanzania.  In Portuguese , Jeep . 

jipijapa
Thin vegetable fiber that is used to make hats in Colombia.  Fiber extracted from palm leaves.  Jipa.  It is the name of a
city and a canton in the province of Manabí in Ecuador.  Xipixapa, which is the same (city and Canton) is also used.  It
was the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous Cacique.

jipoko
It is a traditional drink of Sonora in Mexico.  It is ingredients pinole, tender wheat, clove, cinnamon, sugar and water.  It
also receives the names of bajicopo or jipokori.  It is very similar to the horchata. pinole,

jiposa
It means it looks like straw.  It has the characteristics of straw.  It has fringes or loose fibers.  In Colombia also
colloquially, person with long and messy hair, who dresses informally.  It looks like Hippie. 

jiposo
In Colombia it means that it has the appearance of straw or jipa.  It is made of straw, jipa or palm leaves.  He's got
fringes or wicks.  By mechudo extension, it has the appearance of jipi or hippie.

jiquelite
It is the name of a beaches for surfing, on the Pacific Ocean.  They stay in Tola, Nicaragua.  It is also another name that
give you the milkweed or edible plants in Mexico and Central America.

jiquelito
jiquelito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jiquelite" as meaning:<br>The term jiquelite or jiquelito, applied
in El Salvador and Honduras ( in Botany ) It refers to a shrub that belongs in their taxonomic classification to the class of
the dicotyledons, the papilionaceae family turn to the order of the fabales with compound leaves, reddish flowers
stacked cluster and removed a very popular in the dry ink. Etymologically it comes from the nahuatl xiuhquilitl; formed
green xihuit and quilitl which means quelite ( 41 hard leaves;

jira
In Colombia it means strip, piece of cloth or any other material of elongated shape, Jirón, piece, elongated patch. 
Although it may seem strange, it also means walk, excursion, return (equal to touring).

jirafa
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to a tall, thin woman.  The African Savannas of neck and very long-legged
mammal, is the highest animal that currently exists (may reach up to 5. 8 meters).  Its scientific name is Giraffa
camelopardalis and belongs to the family Giraffidae.



jirasales
Referred to as well as the fruits of the tree of jaca, jack, jackfruit, nangka or panapen, whose scientific name is
Artocarpus heterophyllus Moraceae family.  It is very similar to the tree of bread ( Artocarpus altilis ).  The fruit is very
similar to a guanabana but a pale green.  It is considered the National fruit of Bangladesh and Indonesia.

jirce
I think the question is for Circe.  It is the name of a female character of Homer's Odyssey.  She's a sorceress.

jiribí
In Gypsy language, it means trickery, mana, trap, cunning, sagacity, ruse.

jirn
It is the name of a fictional city in the Stoneworks world, which are video games that are made in worlds built for war and
fun.  Jirn, is the city of knights and the headquarters of the elite military division and mercenary order.  Currently it does
not exist, as it merged with other cities and forms the megacity of Anosphiae (Anosfia). 

jirón
In Colombia it is a strip of torn fabric, scrap of torn fabric.  It can also be the ring or terminal girdle of the skirt or other
clothing. 

jirpío
It is more appropriate to use the term jipío .  It means squeal, lament, moan.  Jirpío is considered a vulgarism. 

jitanjáfora
Words or expressions invented for poetic purposes.

jitera
In El Salvador it means gonorrhea, a sexually transmitted disease.

jitnues
Name given to the members of a Colombian indigenous community, settled in the Department of Arauca, in the
municipalities of Arauca and Puerto Rondón.  This people is also called Hitnues or Macahuanes (Hitnu and Macahuán
ethnicities).  They live on the banks of the River Ele. 

jito
Jito is the nickname or alias of a player of Spanish football, born in Barcelona, which played in the teams of the "2a. 
(B)".  He holds the record of overcoming the 100 goals in that category.  His full name is Juan Jose Silvestre Canto.  It
currently has 38 years.

jive
It is a Latin dance style.  originally from the United States, initiated by African-American peoples.  It became popular in
the 1930s.  African-American jazz.  It is also one of the names given to a Colombian indigenous people, scattered
throughout the Orinoquía.  They are also called hiwi, guahibo, guaibo, guaigua, guayba, wahibo, guajiro, sikuanis. 



jiw
It is one of the Colombian indigenous peoples of the Department of Guaviare.  They are also known as guayaberos,
cunimía, mitúa, or mítiwa.  They are the most populous in that Department. 

jícara
It also means jiquera, backpack, bag gourd, pumpkin.

jícaro
It is another common Central American name for a tree in the Bignoniaceae family.  It is also known as nose, huaje,
guaje, tecomate, coatecomate, cirial, cirio, gyro, totumo or pumpkin tree.  Its scientific name is Crescentia alata.  The
Crescentia cujete is also given the same names, very similar.

jíquera
In Colombia it is a hand-woven backpack.  It is usually used in the field and to load fruits.  Backpack, bag, talego.

joab
Joab is name of male Hebrew origin and means God is father.  Yahweh is father.  Thus a nephew of King David, and
other two biblical characters are called: A son of Jehiel, and another son of Zeruiah in Bethlehem.  It is a very common
name in Israel.

joanismo
It means relative to Joan or John.  By the general refers to St. John, the evangelist. 

joaquín
The correct term is Joaquin.  It is a name of biblical origin, male and means having firmness.  The name of the father of
Mary and grandfather of Jesus.

jobero
It is a very common tree in the Caribbean especially close to the beaches.  Is the also called icaco, uvero, uvero Beach,
uvita's friend nuen, beach, elephant ear, tamalero.  Its scientific name is Coccoloba barbadensis and belongs to the
family Polygonaceae.

joberó
jobero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jorbero." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a tower which is
located in Jorba, province of Barcelona, in Catalonia. Medieval Christian type.

jobo
The hobo is a tree, quite large in the family Anacardiaceae.  Its scientific name is Spondias mombin.  It receives other
common names such as Joba , jobo , plum ( Colombia ), jobito , plum joba ( Venezuela ), jocote ( El Salvador ), cajá (
Brasil ) and cedrillo in Bolivia .  In Nigeria they call him Iyeyé (Yoruba language) and isaba (Hausa language).  Hobo,
with H and not with J, is also the name of a municipality in the Department of Huila (Colombia). 

jocelyn
Jocelyn is a woman's name and means one whose beauty is complemented with intelligence and talent. Germanic
origin.



joche
In Colombia it means rookie, primiparous, inexperienced.  That he lacks a lot of experience or much to learn. 

jochi
Name of Genghis Khan's eldest son.  It is also one of the common names received by an American rodent of medium
size.  It is also called , aguti , agouti , sereque , ñeque , guatín , picure , guatuza , zerete , guaumara , cherenga, carma,
añuje.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the family Dasyproctidae .

jocho
Colloquial way in Mexico, it means Hot Dog, hot dog.

joco
It means broken, damaged.  It is usually used to refer to foods unfit for consumption.  Rotten. 

jocoso
It means jovial, cheerful, happy, entertaining, Plácido, cool, nice, fun, funny, funny, funny.

jocote
Jocote is the name of a tree and its fruit, in El Salvador.  It is also known as hobo, plum mount, jobo, yuplon, joba,
cedrillo, jovo, jaca.  Its scientific name is Spondias mombin and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family.

jocoyo
It is the name of a town in Peru, in the Department of Puno.  Name of a vegetable fiber mat, which is used to protect
roofs in Mexico. 

jocoyote
You can also use xocoyote or socoyote.  In Mexico it is a way of calling the spoiled or spoiled child of the family. 
Favorite or favorite child.  It usually refers to the youngest child.  In Colombia we say sute or cuba. 

jocómico
It's another way to call a wild plum class of poor quality.  It can also mean humorist, clown, as a mixture of the jocular
and comic palábras. 

jocunda
It radiates joy and welcome.  It means jovial, cheerful, happy, entertaining, placid, cool, pleasant, entertaining, jocoa.

jocundo
It means cheerful, glad, happy, entertaining, Plácido, cool, nice, pleasant, humorous.

joder
In Colombia it means disturbing, tire, teasing, hastiar, uncomfortable, give Tin, cantaletear.  In Spain is an expression
denoting surprise or disgust.  Also used as a synonym for persisting, stress, harass.



jodido
In Colombia is a term that has several meanings depending on the region where it is heard.  Santander it means horny,
hard, laborious, difficult.  In Antioquia (and in most of the country) means lively, ready, smart, clever, dexterous.  In the
Tolima means malaclase, cheat, Knave, fraud, trickster.

jodón
In Colombia very foolish or annoying person.  Annoying, stupid, annoying, uncomfortable, impertinent.  A person who
makes very heavy jokes.

joel
Joel is a name of Hebrew origin male and listening to God.  the ear of God, God is your Lord.  The name of the second
of the minor prophets.

joella
Joella is the name of an English company of television productions.  It is headquartered in London.

joena
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means "gift of God".  Yoena variant.  Male variant Joen or Yoen.

joëlla
It is a woman's name used in German.  It's Joel's female.  It has Hebrew origin and means "God is willing" or simply
"The Lord is God" (or "God is Lord").  Named after an athlete from Antigua and Barbuda, who runs 100 and 200 meters
flat.  Her full name is Joella Lloyd.  He is under the age of 20 and has already set world records.  Joella, is also the
name of an asteroid, discovered in 1911 by Joel Hastings Metcalf and which was previously called 1911NM.  The
current name was made in honor of its discoverer. 

jofaina
In Colombia is synonymous with Plato, Bowl, Ewer, basin to wash their hands.  Vessel, vessel.

johan
It is a male name, Germanic variant of John.  The primary origin of the name is Hebrew and Biblical and means full of
grace.

johana
It is a name of woman of Germanic origin.  It is variant of Joan (primary Hebrew origin).  It means full of grace.  It is also
found as a Johanna variant.

johanna
It means full of Grace.  It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin (after John).  It is a Germanic variant of Joan. 

johannesburgo
It is the name of a very important city of South Africa.  It is the most populous and financial center, although it is not
capital (South Africa has 3 capitals : Cape Town, Pretoria and Bloemfontein).  In Zulu language the name Johannesburg
is Igoli, which means "place of gold".



johannita
Diminutive of Johanna.  It is the family way call Johanna.

johnatan
Male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means Gift and Grace of God.  It has variants such as Jonathan, Jonatan or
Jhonatan. 

johnny
It is a male given name in English that translates Juanito.  Diminutive of John .  It is one of the English versions of the
biblical name John.  John means Full of Divine Grace.  Of Hebrew origin. 

johnson
In Colombia is a male name.  It is a variant of the name John.  In Colombia we ask Johnson to a small boat with
outboard engine.  Brand of outboard boat motors.  Last name used in the United States.  Surname of former President
of the United States (Lyndon B.  Johnson), Johnson Johnson, is an American brand of medical devices,
pharmaceuticals and especially for baby hygiene products.

jojoba
It is the common name of a plant and its fruits.  From it is extracted a very desired oil.  Its scientific name is Simmondsia
chinensis and belongs to the family Simmondsiaceae (formerly considered of the family Buxaceae).  It is the only plant
that produces liquid wax.  

jojote
Jojote is what we call ear or corncob, which is the corn in Colombia. Corn ( 41 quechua voice;: maize, corn, jojote,
chilote and tender corn cob. Name used in Latin America to call tender kernels of corn or dough or cake that is made
with them.

jojoto
In the Llanos examining, it means green, green, unripened.

jojutla
Jojutla is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Morelos.  In its surroundings there are many.  The name means
place where abundant color or blue paint.  Where is blue.

jole
It's an English word that can mean jowl, cheek, slap.  Also lower jaw (most used if prominent).  Jowl.

jolgorio
It is a word used colloquially in Colombia, which means party, foforro, feast, pachanga, rumba, dance. Synonyms of
jolgorio are : party, foforro, feast, pachanga, rumba , fundingue .

jolio
It is one of the many common names of a straw or grass that affects many crops.  It also receives the names of false
wheat, ballico, tares, yoyo. 



jollof
It is a typical type of rice preparation in Nigeria, but popularized in many parts of Africa.  It is also called joliot rice, welof,
beachin or welof casserole.  It is believed to have originated in The Gambia, in the étnia that gives it the name (the
welof) and from there passed to Senegal, Nigeria and Mauritania.  Among its ingredients are tomato, onion, pepper, rice,
salt nuts and coconut oil.  You are added meat, fish or vegetables.

joloche
It is the name of a cornmass filled with longaniza and egg, cooked in black beans ink.  It is a typical dish of Yucatan in
Mexico. 

jomo
It is an acronym for "Joy Of Missing Out".  Joy or enjoyment of not having witnessed or participated in something bad or
traumatizing.  It is a term used in Psychology. 

jomon
Name of an ancient town that was settled in the south of Japan.  It existed about 12 years ago. 000 years .  Name of a
geological period of Japan . 

jonas
The correct term is Jonah.  is the name of a lesser prophet, who lived in Nineveh.  He was Amitai's son.  He is also
considered a prophet in Islam. 

jonathan
Jonathan is incorrectly written and should be written as "Jonathan ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Name of male
Hebrew origin and means with the gift and the grace of God.

jonca
In Colombia in colloquial and street language means drawer .  It usually refers to a coffin, coffin, sarcophagus or
mortuary box.

jonios
Plural of Ionian .  Ionics can also be used.  It means natives of Ionia, a region that comprised the central eastern part of
Greece and the western part of Turkey, also known as Asiatic Greece.  They settled on coasts and islands of the
Aegean Sea. 

jonis
In the state of Chapas in Mexico means anal sphincter, anus.

jonjabar
It means to cajole, deceive, scam.  To win the will of another through flattery and praise.  Deception, trickery, scam, plot,
trap, farce, trick, trickery, trickery. 

jonona
It is a name of woman in English.  It is a very rare female variant of John.  It is something like Juanita.



jonquil
It is the name of a color that corresponds to the light-toned yellow also called egg yolk.  Jonquil is also one of the
common names that receives an aquatic plant, which is known as alhelía, bell, candelero, reed, reed, jonquille, manola. 
Narcissus.  Its scientific name is Narciso jonquilla and belongs to the family Amaryllidaceae.  It is endemic to the Iberian
Peninsula.

jonronero
In the game of baseball, it is the baseball player or player who is characterized by dispatching or hitting many home
runs.  He takes the ball continuously off the field of play or Diamond.  Slugger. 

jonrón
It is an anglicism for Home Run.  In the game of baseball it is a bat that leaves the field, which allows the player to score
a run with complete peace of mind without risk of being put out (out). 

jora
It is the name of a Greek city that is located on the Island of Syros.  It is also usually called Chora, Skyros, Skyros or
San Jorge. 

joreando
It's a deflection of day-off.  It means ventilating, ventilating, aerating, praying.  Submit to the action of the wind.  Dry.

jornada
In Colombia it is what a worker or an employee works in one day.  It's also what you travel in a day.  Distance traveled in
a day, either on foot or on horseback.  Time a worker has to work to earn a day job.

jornal
In Colombia it is the remuneration that a worker receives as compensation for each working day.  Daily salary of a
worker or worker .

jornalero
Person who works for days and is paid a salary every day or every day.  Worker who works for tasks and is paid daily.  
Worker who lives in a day job or who works for days.

joroba
You mean corcova, giba.  Bulge or lump that some animals have on their backs.  Anomalous deformity or curvature of
the spine.  It also means discomfort, discomfort.  annoyance (hump inflection, which in Colombia means uncomfortable,
annoying, annoying) 

joroches
Plural of joroche.   Also called joloches.  Masses of stuffed with sausage and egg, cooked in ink are black beans.  It is a
typical dish from Yucatán in Mexico.

jorocón
In Puerto Rico it means moleston, annoying, annoying, impertinent, annoying, fool.



jorongo
It is a traditional Mexican garment, similar to a poncho or ruana and used to protect yourself from rain or cold.  It is also
called sarape or zarape.  It has a striking color. 

joróbate
In Colombia colloquially means fuck you.  It is a disguised way to augur or warn another person for evil or
misadventures (even more so if you have not accepted advice to avoid them).  It's a way of saying you'll see, I warned
you, you'll be to blame, then don't complain.  It is a hunchback or humpback inflection, which can mean bending,
bending the body by the weight of something or colloquially disturbing, disturbing, annoying.

jorro
It means tattered, worn, discolored, faded.  Battered by use.  Tired.  It also means annoying, annoying, tired. 

josear
In Colombia, it is the same as scavenging or rummage is, make a living anyway, what is.  Fight, struggle, work hard. 
For many farmers, it is common to also use "osear", "hozear" or "hocear" in reference to the bears (by that s) delve (they
probed or nose) diapers with its trunk in search of honey, so osear is also behaving like a bear.  Also, to use it to mean
that some animals nose and sifted meal between land or garbage with the snout (therefore with h &amp; c, which would
be synonymous with hociquear), as a pig could for example.

josefa
Josefa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Josefa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Josefa ( it is proper name ).  It is a woman's name.  It is also an apocope of Josefina.  We tell them hump.  It is a name
of Hebrew origin and means " God will provide ".

josefo
Josephus is incorrectly written and it should be written as Josephus ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Josephus ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a historian Jewish Pharisee whose full name was Joseph ben
Matityahu or also Josephus ben Matityahu.  He was one of the leaders of the revolution of the Jews against the
Romans.  Died in the year 101 D. (C).

joseo
It's a josear inflection.  It means working, digging, fighting to earn your livelihood.  It comes the term of Joseph, husband
of Mary and Father of Jesus, prototype of the hardworking and laborious man.  By extension, it means struggle, effort,
hard, right.

jossenka
It is a widely used women's name in Ecuador.  It is believed to be a variant of Joseph and Josepha.  It means
hard-working, industrious. 

jota
Name of an Aragonese folk dance.  There are variants in other regions.  Valet, servant.  Card of the French deck that is
equivalent to 11 .  Name of the tenth letter of our alphabet and that is classified as consonant.  Little, nothing, trifle, little. 

jotake
It means without a break, without stopping, without ceasing.  Persist, insist.



jotar
Name of a song by Tunisian singer (although born in Brussels) Ghalia Benali. 

jote
In Chile it is a way of calling the hen, which is a scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus, of the family
Cathartidae.  It is also known by the names of Golero, zopilote, pimp, guala, vulture negro, samuro , nopo , sucha ,
urubu.  Chombo.  zoncho, guaraguao.

jotear
In Colombia, it means go to shoulder a bulk, lift, load.

joto
In Colombia means package, bale, cargo, suitcase, package.  Something that is wrapped between pieces of cloth or
between a talego or rib. 

jotun
In Norse mythology it was a fabulous being, represented by an ice giant.  He was considered a cousin of the gods and
had superhuman strength.  There were several. 

jovani
It is one of the variants of the Italian name Giovanni, meaning John (male name of Hebrew origin and meaning sent by
God).  Name of a singer born in Puerto Rico.  His full name is Jovani Vazquez. 

jove
It's the name of a scientific journal.  It is short for Journal of Visualized Experiments.

jovi
Jovi is incorrectly written, and should be written as a Hobby.  being its meaning: is an anglicism, originated in the English
word Hobby, which means habit, custom, fondness, affection.  The word Hobby is already accepted in Spanish.

jovial
It means youthful, that you feel young.  It also means cheerful, festive, fun.  Which refers to Jupiter, the Roman god,
whom they also called Jove.  Iovis or Iuppiter. 

joviano
Means of Jupiter or Jupiter.  Hypothetically an inhabitant of the planet Jupiter.

jovianos
It is the plural of Jovian.  It means relating or belonging to Jupiter.  Alleged aliens come from Jupiter.  Planets of the
Solar system that are located after Jupiter (do Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto-?-)

jovis
It was another way of calling Iuppiter or Jupiter.  It is a Latin word meaning Jupiter.  Latin name for a Roman god and
planet.  It was also called Iuppiter, Jove or Jupiter. 



jovo
Jovo is the name of a tree and its fruit.  It is also known as hobo, plum mount, jobo, yuplon, joba, cedrillo, jocote, jaca. 
Its scientific name is Spondias mombin and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family.

joy
It is an English word that means joy, joy, joy, joy, enjoyment.

joyas
Plural of jewel.  It means gems, jewelry, ornaments, relics.  It also means exceptional, excellent, wonderful.  In Colombia
in a colloquial way, someone very clever or that must be careful.

joyel
It means jewelry, press, I said, jewel.  Precious stone carved.  It can also mean chest, jeweler.  In Colombia name of a
famous musical trio.

joyería
It is the commercial establishment where jewelry or jewelry is sold. 

joyero
Name given to the person who has by trade to manufacture, fix or sell jewelry.  Name given to the container or box
where the jewelry or jewelry is kept.  Case, chest. 

joystick
It is a compound word of the English language that means cane, stick, lever or bar of amusement.  It is a command
element that is used for video games.   It is made up of the words joy which means game, toy or fun and stick which
means stick or cane. 

jóker
Wildcard card in the poker game or card game.

ju
It is a popular expression to indicate mockery or laughter, even more so if it is repeated.  Ijujú .  Mocking laughter,
mockery. 

juaco
In Colombia it is a technological platform specialized in Colombian adolescents and youth.  Knowledge Management
System used by students in Colombia (a total of approximately 13 million users is presumed).  In agricultural activities, it
is the same as cave, especially the one that serves to keep livestock.  Shelter for livestock. 

juacu juacu
In Ecuador it is garden, porches and front yard of a House.

juacu-juacu
It has two meanings.  Front or front yard of a house.  It is also called garden or garden.  The other meaning is to be



frightened, fearful or dark.

juagar
Rinse is also used.  Wash quickly and without shaking or rubbing.  Wash with water only.  Wet, wash, soak, soak.

juan
It is a name of male origin biblical and Hebrew, which means House of grace.

juanchito
It is the name of a corregimiento of the municipality of Candelaria in the Department of Candelaria in the Department of
Valle.  It is a rumbadero of pure Cali sauce.  Juancho's diminutive.

juanes
Name of a very successful Colombian singer, whose real name is Juan Esteban Aristizábal Vásquez.  It is also one of
the names given to rooks, chovas or crows ( birds).  In Mexico it means soldiers, militiamen, recruits.  In Spain it was
one of the names that received the Magro, Magere or Oleana River.

juanete
A deformity that acquires toe toe by using inappropriate footwear.

juanillo
In Peru it means tip, gratification, bribe.  Payment made to the person who agrees to transfer a lease.  A log used to
carry large weights.  Diminutive of John. 

juanita
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman.  Diminutive of Juana.  It means full of grace.

juanito
Diminutive of Juan.  It's a way of calling the Penguins.  Juanito, was a Spanish footballer, who played in Burgos and
Real Madrid.  His full name was Juan Gómez González.  Juanito died in a car accident at 38 years old.

juapao
It means fuetazo, varazo, lash.  Hit that occurs with a whip, rejo or source, or a rod (something very long and slim).

juazeiro
Juazeiro is the name of a Brazilian city of the State of bahia.  Dani Alves and João Gilberto were born in Juazeiro.

juba
It is the name of a sniper of the Iraqi resistance, which appears in several propaganda videos.  The name of the Capital
of the South Sudan (also called Yuba).

jubal
Also called Yubal.  According to the Holy Bible was the name of a descendant of Cain, the son of Lamech and Adah. 



According to the Genesis of them descend flutists and harpists.

jubilo
Inflection of retiring or retiring, Pension, stop working, retirement, retire to rest after having worked many years. 

jubón
Very tight clothing that covers a person's trunk ( torso).  Blouse, nightgown.  Augmentative juba.  Mesh that protected
the torso of the knights.

juche
Zuche is also used.  It is a term that defines socialist ideology of sovereignty and state policy in the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea.  It means self-confidence, self-confidence. 

juchitan
It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.  He is known as the isthmus of Tehuantepec.  Its name
in Nahuatl language means "Place of flowers".

juchitán
It is the name of two locations in Mexico: Guerrero and Oaxaca.  In Nahuatl language means place of flowers or place of
white flowers.  The Oaxaca Juchitlán will say the isthmus of Tehuantepec or Juchitlán of Zaragoza.

juco
In Colombia it means Communist Youth (left-wing political movement).  In Bolivia, it is another name given to the bear
with glasses, Andean bear or frontino bear.  It is also called ukumari or jukumari.  Its scientific name is Tremarctos
ornatus and belongs to the family Ursidae. 

judas
Colloquially means traitor, disloyal, false, hypocritical, delator.  It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  Name of two of the
Apostles (Tadeo, the prudent and Iscaritic the traitor). 

judge
It is an English word which means judge, arbitrator, mediator, judge.

judicante
It means judge, judge, person who imparts justice. 

judicatura
on justice .  Office of the Judge or Magistrate.  All the judges and magistrates of a judicial system.  Superior Council of
Judges or Magistrates. 

judiónes
It is a variety of bean or Jewish with pods and slightly larger grains.  Bean ball.  It is a leguminous plant that is popularly
grown.



judith
It is a woman's name, of biblical origin.  In Hebrew it means praise of Dios.  It has Alternatively Judit.  Book of the Bible.

judía
It is one of the common names given to beans.  A person or woman who practices Judaism.  Feminine of Jew. 

judío
Native of Judea.  A person who belongs to the Jewish or Judaic religion.  Person who practices Judaism.  Descendant
of Judah.  In Colombia a merchant person and very skilled for business. 

judío errante
It is a colloquial way to call someone who lives changing address, who does not have permanent housing.  Gypsy,
nomad.

jueche
It is another common name that is given to the armadillo, that also receives the names of toche (Veracruz), cuzuco
(Central America), Armadillo (South America), jerre jerre, mullite, gurre, Armadillo (Colombia), tatu (Brazil) in Mexico.

juegos de motos 3d
They are offerings of Online games and usually free. They consist of several tracks available for the player where give
alternatives to do different tricks and driving motorcycles at high speed.

juegos de motos 3d
They are offerings of Online games and usually free. They consist of several tracks available for the player where give
alternatives to do different tricks and driving motorcycles at high speed.

juejos friv
friv games is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Friv games" as meaning:<br>The correct term is games Friv.
It is a website that offers a wide variety of games on the internet or online and free.

juepucha
It really doesn't mean anything.  In Colombia a sample or expression of surprise, shock and admiration.  It is much
milder than "bitch" or "jueputa" (generalized), milder than "hijuepuerca" or "juepuerca" (in Santander), "hijuepuchica" or
"juepuchica" (in Bogota) or "Hijuemadre" or "juemadre" (generalized).  Surplus note that often the word bitch or jueputa,
is not used to insult (and it's not sin to say it, confirmed it for me a priest who stuck a hammer blow on a finger).

juepúchica
In Colombia it is a colloquial expression that denotes surprise, admiration or scare.  It doesn't really mean anything.  It is
also said to be hijuepucha, hijuepúchica or juepucha for the same purpose.

juerga
In Colombia it means party, clubbing, rumba, fun, fun, Carnival, festival.

juergas



Plural of revelry .  It means parties, farts, francachelas, jolgorios, parrandas, jaranas.  Meetings where you drink, eat and
over-enjoy. 

juernes
Parranda on Thursdays.  for people friends of the rumba, weekend party that starts from a Thursday.

juetera
It's a vulgarism in Colombia by fuetera.  It means physical punishment, inflicted with a 9/30s or a leash.  Straps, lashes. 

juewa
It translates as "China's Fortune Star".  It is the name assigned to an asteroid 139. 

jugabilidad
It's a word that means something has the quality of being played, which is playable.  It is possible to turn it into a game
or fun.  That to some degree or in a certain way can become a game.

jugada de laboratorio
Played prepared in training.  Forgetfulness prepared to achieve greater effectiveness in the collection of fouls in soccer. 
Distracted, deception, trick, tricks (in the game of football).

jugadita
In Colombia means morning, cheating, playing trick, deception.  Plot or arguing that he performs a trickster to make
others wrong and achieve their purposes.  Stratagem.

jugar con candela
In Colombia it means to be daring, to take risks, to dare.  Submit to risk, face danger. 

juglaresca
Own of the minstrels.  The Minstrel.  Activities of itinerant artists.   People who are dedicated to the street performances.

juguera
In Colombia, it is the same as juicer or juice extractor.  In Chile they say juice to a blender.

juguete
Amusement, entertainment, entertainment, mockery.  An object that is used to play games, entertain or amuse oneself. 
A person who is subjected to ridicule.  A thing or person subjected to the action of external forces.  It can also be a very
short and light theatrical or musical composition. 

juicho
One of the ways to call a werewolf from Guarani mythology.  It is also called lobizón, lobisón, Luisón or Luiso.  It is
always accompanied by a very foul smell.

juicio



Action or effect of judging .  In law is the development of trial of an alleged person involved and who performs an
authority or a judge.  Trial, process, litigation, complaint, case.  It can also mean intelligence, reasoning, reasoning,
discernment, judgment, reason.  Ability to understand and understand.  Know how to act on a chance.  Sense,
prudence. maturity, sanity.

juicioso
It means obedient, disciplined, correct behavior.  Also of good judgment, sensible, sane, prudent, discreet, hardworking,
dedicated, painstaking, thorough.

juin
Juin ( pronounced Yuang ) not is a word the Spanish language but French. It is the name of the sixth month of the year,
June.

juja
It is the name of a Kenyan town, which is located in Kiambu County and Kiambu Municipality.  They are part of the
Nairobi metropolitan area.  It is also a way of calling a kind of small pigeons or lovebirds, zurita.  It is also the name of a
science fiction book by Georgian writer Nino Haratischwili, written in German.

jujeños
It means born, resident or related to Jujuy (province of Argentina).  The word Jujuy, jujui, jujuies, Tilcara, omaguacas, or
humahuacas, was the name that were typical of this region of argentina indigenous, located on the banks of the
quebrada of Humahuaca and Tilcara region.

julepe
In Colombia it means care, tenalist, stab, interest, effort, will.  It also means buttocks, hips.

julero
julero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fulero." being its meaning:<br>The way used in Colombia is fulero,
which means snatched, flamboyant, colorful, eye-catching, Wolf. That you intend to be full ( left ). Very ornate but
without grace, without good style.

julia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means it's strong at the root. 

julian
The correct term is Julian.  It is a male name of Latin origin, derived from July and meaning strong root.  It is also the
name of a bird in Colombia.  Passerine bird, which belongs to the genus Vireo.  It is an American migratory avecilla and
observed for seasons in central Colombia.  They belong to the family Vireonidae.  They are also known as Verderon,
Julian Chibí, Juruviara or Chibí.  The scientific name Vireo olivaceus . 

juliana
It is a name of Latin origin woman and means that it is very strong root.  strong's birth.  It is a variant of Julia.  Male
variants Julian and Julian.  Gastronomy and culinary is a type of court for vegetables (also possible in fruits and
vegetables) in elongated and thin strips.



julietta
It is a name of Latin origin woman means a strong root  Juliette, Juliet, William, Julia, Yuliet variants.  The name of a
German film from 2001, directed by Christoph Stark.

julimes
julimes is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Julimes; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is one of the 67
municipalities that has the State of Chihuahua in Mexico.

julio
It is a name of Latin origin male means a strong root  The name of the seventh month of the year.  Name of currency
Roman ancient.

julita
It is a name of Latin origin woman.  It is a variant of Julia.  It means that it is strong root.  It has other variants as Julie
(French), Juliette, Julieta, Julienne.  Julita Ross is "Lady of the Danzas" in Puerto Rico, Salmerón Julita a Spanish
actress and Julita Evelins a cosmetologist that has a treatment for weight loss with your name.  Diminutive of Julia.

juma
It means drunk, jinchera, drunkenness.  It is an inflection of jumar which colloquially means drunk, get drunk, jincharse. 
take, drink.

jumadera
In Colombia and especially among peasants of the Department of Boyacá, fumadera, vice of smoking.  In the Dominican
Republic it means drunkenness, drunkenness. 

jumaera
It means juma.  jumera, drunkenness, drunkenness.  Discomfort caused by excessive alcohol consumption. 

jumar
It can mean drinking, drinking, getting drunk (sticking a juma).  In the Colombian countryside, especially in the
Department of Boyacá, it means smoking.  They also say smoke. 

jumbee
A jumbee, jumbie, yumbi or jumbi is the name given to the spirits or demons of the folklore of the Caribbean.  It is used
as a generic name for evil spirits.

jumbo
It means big, giant, or huge.  It is a type of Boeing aircraft, equivalent to the 747 or widened cockpit aircraft.  Famous
elephant from children's cartoons.  In Colombia, chain of stores and supermarkets. 

jumento
It means donkey, donkey, donkey.  Equine skinny and lanky.

jumper



It is a term in English which means jumper, jumping.  It is derived from the word jump.  which means jump.  Jumper
person running jumps, jumps, jumper, jumper, jumping athlete.  The name of a movie, based on a novel of the same
name by Steve Gould.  In electronics is a bridge or temporary union between two terminals.

juna
It is used as a woman's name.  Born in June .  In Chile junar inflection that means to look, observe, look at something. 
In Colombia it is the name of an indigenous people of the Department of Vaupés. 

juncal
Place where reeds abound.  Swamp.  Floodplain, also called aguazal, estuary, reedbed, reedbed, marsh, chúcua or
swamp.  In Colombia it is the name of a town that belongs to the Municipality of Palermo, in the Department of Huila. 
Juncal, is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

junco
It is the common name of several plants of the aquatic environment which belongs to the family Juncaceae.  They
belong to the genus Juncus, Typha and Scirpus.  Reed is also a type of Asia and especially China Sea sailing ship. 
Reed is the name of a genus of small birds or birds that belong to the Passerellidae family, of Central America and the
Caribbean.  In Mexico told Reed to two kinds of cacti, which are known as cactus of whip.  Junco is the artistic name of
the Spanish singer Ricardo Gaberre.

jundia
Jundia or jundiá, is one of the common names given to a freshwater fish that is also known by the names of nicuro,
catfish, black catfish or toad catfish.  Another name is catfish seven fins or catfish seven fins.  Its scientific name is
Rhamdia quelen and it belongs to the family Heptapteridae.  It is endemic to the central region of Argentina,
southeastern Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 

junkrat
It is a fictional hero in animated games, among its features has a prosthetic right leg and is mainly used as a weapon a
grenade launcher.

juno
In Roman Mythology she was the Queen of the Gods.  Daughter of Saturn and Ops.  She was Jupiter's sister and wife. 
She was considered the goddess of marriage and amounted to Heras in Greek mythology.  Name of one of Jupiter's
Satellites.  Goddess of motherhood and protector of women and the state.  Space probe name sent by NASA to Jupiter. 
Name of music awards to be allocated in Canada. 

juntarse
It means joining, joining, allying, getting together, relating, arriving, getting close.  It can also mean abusing, amancebar,
living together.

juntas
Means both, the two.  It also means United.  In Colombia, seals is the name of a Corregimiento of the municipality of
Ibagué.  Plural of Board.  Means Committee, Assembly, Congress, meeting, meeting, social gathering, union.  Turning
together.

juntas



Means both, the two.  It also means United.  In Colombia, seals is the name of a Corregimiento of the municipality of
Ibagué.  Plural of Board.  Means Committee, Assembly, Congress, meeting, meeting, social gathering, union.  Turning
together.

juntera
It means woman born, resident or related to La Junta, a municipality in the Department of La Guajira, name of two
famous different vallenatos interpreted by Diomedes Díaz in Colombia.

junturas
He means unions in Colombia.  Contact surfaces.  Joint situation.

jupa
In Costa Rica is a round pumpkin.  By extension head, porra, motola, skull.  Jupa, with tilde, Jewish bridal canopy.

jupala
It is another name that Mexicans give the mesquite tree, trupillo, aipia, or mesquite.  His name is Prosopis juliflora and
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is spiny and grows on very dry land.

jupiar
In Panama it means incite or become dogs.  Take the dogs, Stoke.   It can also be emperrar is, get drunk, get drunk.

jupichiya
It is the name of an indigenous Amazonian ethnic group in Colombia.  The Matapí Indians (also known as Jupichiya or
Upichia) are an indigenous Amazonian Colombian people who inhabit the southern part of the Amazonas Department. 

juquián
It is one of the multiple names having the Canna indicates that it is a plant with edible seeds.  Also referred to as achira,
achera, sago, capacho, biri, cucuyus, papantla, chisgua, risgua, India.  It is the family Cannaceae.

jura
In Central America it means battalion, army, troop.  Inflection of swearing. 

juracan
juracan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Juracan" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Juracan, that
is a word of Taíno origin, and means hurricane.  It was the Lady of the winds goddess or goddess of the bad ( the
tempest and destruction ).  It was also called out.

jurado
A group of people that does give a verdict or judgment.  It may be the justice or in a contest of any kind.  Those who
dictate judgment or choose.  Sworn in, forced, Joint Commission, Committee, Court, judge, referee, qualifier, evaluator.

juramento
Action or effect of swearing .  Expression either affirming or denying, in which God Our Lord is put as a witness. 
Promise, commitment, word, vote, obligation.  It also means renege, imprecation, curse, taco, insult, denuesto. 



jurar
It means to put God as a witness.  Commit to solemnly fulfill what is said or promised.  Promise, guarantee, certify,
secure, affirm. 

jurgandillas
It is a term used in el Salvador and in some other places in Central America.  It is the plural of jurgandilla.  It means
necia, naughty, restless, perecuda (referring to a girl).

jurgo
title is incorrectly written, and should be written as "A title" being its meaning:<br>It is a word that is widely used in
Colombia.  Mean many, enough, lots, lots, too many, amounts, fed up, numerous, countless.  It must always be
accompanied by the article a: a title.

juridiccional
jurisdictional is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jurisdictional" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
jurisdictional.  In colloquial sense it means defined territory, authoritative coverage area.  Relative to the jurisdiction. 
Authority, jurisdiction, domain, competition.  descent, district, district, zone,

jurídica
It means related to law or things of justice.  That is a matter for lawyers or judges.  Relating to or related to the law or
laws.  legal, forensic. 

jurquero
Cultivated land that is contiguous.  Owner of several contiguous plots of farmland. 

juruva
It is another common name that is given to a bird in the Momotidae family.  It is also called momoto, tarra, burgo,
yeruvá.  It is found from southern Brazil to Argentina.  Its scientific name is Baryphthengus ruficapillus.

jusel
jusel is incorrectly written and it should be written as Jusel ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Jusel ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of male used in Cuba.  Its origin is unknown, although some say that it is Hebrew
and means justice of Dios, Dios is right.  Variant female Juseli or Juselly.

justa
Person who works with justice.  Righteous person, thorough, free from sin.  It can mean balanced, even-handed,
accurate, precise.  It can also mean competition, fight, combat. 

justicia meridiana
Meridian justice is the same as impartial, no biases.  Well-applied justice.  True justice. 

justificarse
You want to say defend themselves, provide an explanation, explain the reasons for an action or proceeding.  Test,
check, show, demonstrate, argue, plead, apologize, claimed.



justino
Justin is a name of Latin origin male and means who is intelligent and fair.  The name of one of the first martyrs of the
Catholic Church.

justo
Who works with righteousness, free from sin.  Virtuous person .  It means precise, exact, complete, complete, complete. 
It can also mean, lawful, even-handed, impartial, neutral, just, equitable.  Narrow , not fitted .  It is also a male name of
Latin origin meaning straight man, cabal man.  It can also be considered apocope of Justin or Justinian, names also of
Latin origin and that mean the same thing. 

jutre
In Chile, it means pattern.  It can also mean landowner, landowner, owner, landowner, owner.  Person who owns large
tracts of land. 

jututu
Jututo can also be used.  It is the name of a shelled mollusk, also called conch, shovel snail, botuto, pink snail, lambí or
sea conch.  Its scientific name is Strombus gigas (or also Lobatus gigas) and belongs to the family Strombidae.  Name
of wind musical instrument that is made with the shell of this mollusk.  

juul
New vice of young people.  It is a kind of electronic cigarette.  Doctors consider it very harmful.

juuyub
It is a word of Mayan origin.  It is a wooden spoon or wooden spoon, is used in the kitchen to remove the dishes. 
Remover, wooden spoon.

juventina
It's a way to call a girl of unrefired service and who makes a lot of mistakes.  Inexperienced.  Relative to Juventus, the
Italian team of Turin, It is also a name of woman of Latin origin and means youthful, the one who is young, maiden, of
eternal youth. 

juvisia
The correct term is Juvisia.  It is the Spanish form of call to the city Juvisy-sur-Orge remaining on the island of France, in
the Department of Essonne.

juyeyi
It is the term used in Chinese to call the chrysanthemum leaves. 

juzgamiento
Action or effect of judging.  Impart justice.  Work of the judge.  What the judge does.  It can mean valuation. 
prosecution, process, opinion, concept, qualification, assessment.  It can also mean deliberation, arbitration, ruling,
ruling. 

juzgar
Judge's work.  What the judge does.  It can mean to value .  prosecute, prosecute, opinion, conceive, qualify,



appreciate.   It can also mean deliberating, arbitrating, failing, dictating.

júbilo
Means great joy, happy, rejoicing, joy, joy, exaltation.

k singnifica un tipo biblico
k like a biblical type is incorrectly written and it should be written as "A biblical type" being its meaning:<br>That
apparently is a Patriarch or person that reflects Holiness.  Person of consummate religious knowledge or knowledge of
the Bible.

k&#39;arku&#41;
The correct term is Karku.  It is the name of a Chilean television youth series.

kabiyarí
It is the name of an indigenous Colombian village, settled in the middle part of the Apaporis River, in the Department of
Vaupés.  They are also often called Kaviyari, Caviyari, Kawiri, Cauyari, Cabuyari, Kabiyari or Kawillari.  It is also the
name of the language spoken by these indigenous people, which belongs to the Arawak language family.  They are akin
to the Barasana. 

kacha
It is the name of a Russian town on the Crimean Peninsula.  Administratively it belongs to Sebastopol, in this city, there
is a training base for Russian cosmonauts.  Ukraine claims it as his own and the Republic of Crimea also.

kachiq
In Peru it's a surname.  In Quechua language means that he eats salt, that he likes salt.  It also means wizard, Sorcerer,
Sorcerer.

kachumbo
kachumbo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cachumbo" as meaning:<br>Cachumbo refers to a curl,
crespo or Kinky hair. Crepe. Straight hair girls make cachumbos especially in the front.

kaci
It is a woman's name.  Kaci Aitchison is the name of a journalist and American presenter, born in Seattle.

kada
It is a type of bracelet or bracelet used in India by males.  They are also called kara.  Also in Japan it is a woman's name
of Japanese origin and meaning strong woman like a small dragon. 

kafir
It is the transliteration of a Hebrew language word ( Kfir), which means "Lion Cub".  It is the name given to a fighter
aircraft developed by Israel Aircraft Industries.  In Arabic it means unfaithful or incredulous.  In some parts of Spain it is
used to mean cafre, barbarian, cruel, zafio, rustic or ordinary. 

kailash



It is the name of a mount of Tibet.  It is considered a sacred mountain of Buddhist and Hindu and the mother of the
pyramids.

kaimak
Also called kaymak.  It is a dairy product of Turkish origin, similar to a rolled cream.

kaiondo
In Japanese it means Nice meeting, temperature regulated or pleasant meeting place. It is the name of a restaurant in
the Hotel Kaian in Plentzia, Biscay.

kaira
It is a name of Arab origin and means crowned, which bears the crown.  Khaira, Keira and Kheira variants. 

kairós
In Theology "god's time" .  Perfect or right time.  Opportune moment .  Name of a musical album by Spanish singer Rosa
López.  Mombre from a South Korean television series.  Name of a Spanish publishing house.  In Greek philosophy, an
indeterminate span of time in which something very important happens. 

kaka
It is a kind of parrot of New Zealand, of grey colour.  Kaka, with tilde, nickname of a Brazilian Player, called Ricardo
Izecson Santos Leite Kaka two.

kakatoto
The correct term is Kakaroto or Kakarotto.  It is the name of one of the characters of the anime Dragon Ball.

kakawa
kakawa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Kakawa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Kakawa ( it is proper name ).  It is the name of an Argentinian company devoted to chocolate and chocolate of high
quality.

kakel
In mapuche language means other those, different. There is a mirror of water or pond called Kakel Huincul, near Maipú
in Argentina.

kakel
I found that Kakel in Swedish language means tile.

kakemono
Banner ( in Portuguese Caquemono ) It is a painting done on silk and that itself can bind. It is similar to the banners,
they can be hung on the wall or cross-beams of a construction.

kaki
It's the same as khaki or poop.  It is a word of Sanskrit origin.  It is a color very similar to light cream or sand color.  Color
used in some military uniforms. 



kakic
kakic is incorrectly written and should be written as "Kakic, Kachiq or Kakik" being its meaning:<br>Kakic, Kachiq, or
Kakik, are words that mean the same thing in language Quechua.  Means Animal than the like to eat salt.  It also means
sorcerer, Warlock.

kakik
It means that you eat salt.  In Guatemala, especially in Alta Verapaz is chompipe ( 41 Wild Turkey soup; or broth.

kakistocracia
Government of the inept, government of the worst.  Government of the least qualified or the incompetent. 

kakwas
Plural of Kakwa .  It is one of the names given to an African ethnic group also known as Kakua Barí, Kuakuak, Sudan
Kakwa, Uganda Kakwa or Zaire Kakwa.  It is found in Sudan, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  It is
clarified that in Colombia, there is also an ethnic group, nothing related to the previous ones and with the same name,
which are also known as Kakuas, Kakwa People, Cacuas.  They are located in the Department of Vaupés. 

kalafe
Surname of a Brazilian singer, based in Mexico.  Its full name is Denisse de Kalafe .  Last name of Portuguese origin .  It
is a word of Arab origin that means cost, value or also dispute discord. 

kalajan
kalajan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Callaghan" being its meaning:<br>It is a way to deform the
surname of English origin Callaghan. It is a term or name used in pseudonyms or nicknames.

kalanchoe
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Crassulaceae.  They are characterized by succulent
or fleshy leaves. 

kalani
It is a name of woman, which in Hawaiian means sea and sky, clear, paradise or just heaven.  It has as variants Khalani
and Khaylani.  It is the name of a song by Lebanese singer Myriam Fares.  It is the name of a model and dancer from
the United States, whose full name is Kalani Brooke Hilliker.

kalausi
It is the name of a star in the Southern Constellation Sail.  The word is of Arabic origin and means Heavenly Garden
(Eden, Paradise).  It has also been dubbed HD 83443 by astronomers. 

kaláshnikov
It's a Russian surname.  Last name of the military and engineer inventor of a type of Russian repeat assault rifle.  His
name was Mikhail Timoféyevich Kalashnikov.  The rifle is also known as AK-47. 

kale
It is the name of a variety of cabbage.  It is one of the common names given to crespa cabbage, kale or Portuguese
cabbage.  Its scientific name is Brassica oleracea var .  knowlaque L.  and belongs to the Brassicaceae family.  It is



used in stews and salads.

kaleborroka
It is a word of Basque origin (Basque) and means street violence.  It was also a haircut used by militants of the Basque
independence movement or Batasunas.  This cut was also called Mullet. 

kalidou
It is a male name of African origin and used in France.  Name of several French footballers of African origin (Senegal
and Mali) and of great notoriety.  Kalidou Sibidé and Kalidou Koulibaly stand out. 

kaliman
You mean amazing man.  A man who is characterized by his sagacity and mental power.  It is the name of a comic book
of Mexican origin.  Very successful radionovela name in Colombia. 

kalipigia
It is a word of Greek origin ( Kallipygos ) and means good or beautiful buttocks.  It usually refers to a statue of Aphrodite,
the Greek Goddess.

kalipso
In Greek Mythology it was the name of a daughter of Titan Atlas.  It was also the name of an ocean, a nereida and a
perseid.  In Technology and Computing is the name of a basic tool for generating mobile applications.  In Astronomy, the
name of an asteroid.  With c , Calypso , it is the name of a Caribbean musical rhythm and the name of a color that is
intermediate between blue and green. 

kalis
Kali or Kalis is a form in some parts of the Philippines call the Arnis or Eskrima, which is a martial art practiced in that
country.  Also called Kalis a kind of dagger or sword by the two-edged and with undulations that make it easier to move
it within the body to attack a rival.  They also say kris, this dagger.

kallampa
Mushroom, edible mushroom in quechua language means.  Used in Ecuador ( 41 Imbabura;.

kalliope
It means the one with the beautiful voice.  It was the name according to the Greek mythology of a muse.  Calíope, the
muse of epic poetry and eloquence.  Name of an asteroid. 

kallisto
In Greek mythology, Callisto or Kallisto was the mother with Zeus of Arcas, the eponym of the Arcadians.  According to
most, she was the daughter of Lycaion, King of Pelasgia (later called Arcadia).  Asteroid name in Systems and
Programming is the name of a program for quantifying the abundances of RNA-Seq transcripts by volume of data or
single-cell, or more generally of target sequences using high-throughput sequence reads. 

kallkiy
In quechua language means flooring, tiling, cover the floor with tile. In Colombia we say plywood or porcelanizar. Peter
hug and clog it!.



kalo
It is a social network for short videos, widely used by the Latino population.  Kaló , with tilde means Gypsy . 

kalpuli
kalpuli is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Capuli" being its meaning:<br>I think that they asking Capuli. It is
the name given to the tree Prunus serotina, also called, Capulin, Capulli, black cherry, cherry. The word Capuli is of
Nahuatl origin.

kalpulli
kalpulli is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Capuli" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as the capuli. Cherry
tree. Family Rosaceae.

kalule
Kalule, is a town in central Uganda, about 40 kilometers from Kampala, the capital. Belongs to the District of
Luweero.En Chile is the nickname of a second named Rodrigo David " Kalule " Melendez. He is currently the interim
coach of Cobreloa. In Chile is also the name of an ethno Rock band, conception.

kalunga
It is each of the descendants of black slaves Maroons (escaped) who settled in Brazil.  They have existed in places
remote from the State of Goiás, from about 250 years ago.

kalypso o calipso
Name of a daughter of Titan Atlas, who ruled on the Island of Ogigia, according to the Odyssey and Greek Mythology. 
He held Odysseus for several years.  Name of an asteroid.  Name of a Caribbean musical rhythm. 

kamala
Kamala is a woman's name in Sanskrit.  It means that of good wishes.  It also means Laksmi.  who is the Hindu goddess
of fortune, wealth and prosperity.  Name of the Vivepresident of the United States, whose full name is Kamala Devi
Harris. 

kamejeya
It is one of the names given to a Colombian indigenous people living in La Pederea, Department of Amazonas.  It is also
referred to as Yucuna, Yukuna. 

kamentsa
It is the name of an indigenous Colombian people, based in the Departments of Putumayo and Nariño.  They are also
known as Camsá, Kamsá, Sibundoy or Kamincá. 

kami
Although the general trend is to give as meaning of Kami (Japanese word) God or deity, in reality the Japanese
practiced the santoismo, it would be better to translate, according to practitioners of Shinto, as the essence of the self,
spirit of nature.  Honor the spirits.

kamia
It is a woman's name of Persian origin and means "Beautiful Flower" or simply "Flower".  Kamia is the name of an



American politician named Kamia Brown, representative for the Democratic Party in the State of Florida.  Name of an
athlete from Afgasnistan named Kamia Yousufi who competed at the Rio-16 Olympics in the 100-meter dash. 

kamichí
It is a word of Quechua origin.  It means order, God's command.  It can also mean love, affection, desire, will, fondness. 

kampa
Name of an Amazonian ethnic group, distributed between Peru and Brazil.  They have also been known as the Ashánica
people, antis, chunchos, chascosos, campas, thampas, cambas, komparias, kuruparias and campitis.  It belongs to the
Arawak family.  language spoken by this same people.  Name of a Mexican sporting goods brand. 

kamuy
Name given to a fantastic being from the Mythology of the Ainos or Ainu (Japan, island of Hokkaido).  Japanese divine
or spiritual being.  Trade name of a fungicide from Sumitomo industries.  Kamui is also used.  Name of a star in the
constellation Corona Borealis. 

kan
It is one of the common names that give in Mexico to the plant Cucurbita ficifolia of the family Cucurbitaceae.  In
Colombia it is called bolo, vitoria or pumpkin.  There are numerous common names for this plant such as: alcayota ,
cayote , foot, chiclayo , chilacayote , chiverre , chila , zambo , zambumba .  It is also a title used by Mongols, Tatars and
Turks.  You mean boss, sovereign.

kanabo
It was a type of weapon used in the feudal Japan.  It was used by the Samurai.  It consisted of a stick or stick with
innumerable taches or steel cleats embedded at one end.  They were also staffs or poles completely metal-coated. 
They were very heavy.

kandoó
It is one of the names of a plant used as a condiment and medicine.  It is also called pitiona, juanilama, purple Sage,
cidrón.  Its scientific name is Lippia alba, of the family Verbenaceae.  It is an ingredient in mole sauce.

kaneki
It's a Japanese surname.  Last name of a university student, who is the protagonist of Sui Ishida's Tokyo Ghoul Novel. 
The character's full name is Ken Kaneki.

kang
Name of a fictional supervillain.  His full name is kang The Conqueror from Marvel Comics.  He identifies himself as
Nathaniel Richards.  Kang is a traditional Korean surname of Chinese origin.  It means healthy, in good condition.  It is
also the name of a star in the constellation virgo.  It is known among astronomers by the names 109 Virginis, 109 Vir,
HD 130109 or HR 5511.   It is located about 129 light years from our Solar System. 

kangina
It is an artisanal element used in the North of Afghanistan to preserve fruits in perfect condition.  It is made up of two
bowls of clay or baked clay that are placed oppositely on top of each other. 



kanka
Kanka, Kankas or best Horn of Kankas, is a region or Kingdom, which existed in Finland since the year 1300 and is part
of the current dynasty, named by the Masku Kankainen estate, and is a branch of the main branch of Horn af Åminne.
Swedish nobility.

kankuaca
It is one of the names given to an indigenous Colombian people, settled in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.  They are
also called Kancuamos, Kankui or Kankuane, or popularly "guardians of the balance of the world".  They belong to the
great Chibcha family. 

kañiwa
It is the name of an edible seed plant of Andean origin.  Its scientific name is Chenopodium pallidicaule, it is very similar
to quinoa.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  It is also known as cañahua, cañigua, cañihua or kañihua.  the word
is of Quechua origin. 

kapanga
Kapanga was a character from a wrestling program, called the missionary Kapanga.  Fighter, strong, Manager, foreman,
large.  It is a word in Guaraní language.

kapo
Kapo is a mythological divinity Hawaiian, mother of Laka. Kapo was considered the goddess of fertility, the occult and
witchcraft. It is said that it could transform in many ways. Is also the name of an Italian film made in 1959 about the
Holocaust...

kapta
He was the God of laborers or artisans among the Chaldeans.

kapteynia
It means in honor of the Dutch astronomer Jacobus Cornelius Kapteyn.  Dedicated to Kapteyn .  It is the name given to
an asteroid 818. 

kara
It is the name of a city of Togo, a river and a region of the same country that is mountainous.

kara ullu
They are two Quechua words. Kara means bare, smooth. Ullu meaning penis or virile member. Kara therefore ullu,
means bare penis or penis smooth.

kara ullu
They are two Quechua words. Kara means bare, smooth. Ullu meaning penis or virile member. Kara therefore ullu,
means bare penis or penis smooth.

karaka
It is one of the common names of a tree native to New Zealand.  Its scientific name is Corynocarpus laevigatus and it
belongs to the family Corynocarpaceae.  It is also called kopi and New Zealand laurel.  Its fruits are highly poisonous. 



Anime character name of The Tower of God.  Name of a star in the constellation Apus, which belongs to the Southern
Hemisphere. 

karape
It is a word of the Guaraní language, which means low, petiso, inferior, dwarf.  Carapé . 

karate
The Karate or Karate Do.  It is a contact sport and one of the best-known martial arts of the Japan.

karateca
Person who practices the Japanese martial art called Karate-Do.  He fights with a clean hand, without weapons. 

karbas
It is the name of a rural village of Beloyevskoye, Kudymkarsky District, Perm Krai, Russia.  Type of wooden vessel used
North of the White Sea, Arkhangelsk Region, Punerma, Russia. 

kardashian
It is the surname of a very media clan of the United States, of Armenian origin.  Last name of a family made up of
several women who are models and entrepreneurs whose names also begin with K, Kimberly (Kim), Khloe and
Kourtney, as well as a brother ( Robert).  There are also two half-sisters named Kendall and Kylie (named Jenner).  The
clan's father was lawyer Robert George Kardashian and the mother is Kristen Mary Houghton (better known as Kris
Jenner).  Name of a Television Program (The Kardashian or Kardashian Dynasty). 

karely
It is a name of woman of German origin and means warrior, fighter.  It has variants : Karelee , Karlee , Carly .  There is
also the name Carelly.

karen
It is the Danish variant of the name Catherine or Katherina.  It means that it belongs to the pure lineage, of pure lineage. 
Name of Juanes' wife.

karfi
Name of an archaeological site in Crete .  It is located north of the Lasithi Plateau, in the Dicte Mountains.  In Hausa
language it means strong, firm, tough.  Type of small rowboat in Iceland . 

karin
It is a name of woman and man of Arab origin.  There is also the Karim variable.  You mean graceful, generous,
honorable.

karin-
Named after a Swedish queen (Karin Mansdtter) of the 16th and 17th centuries.  He was born in 1550 and died in 1612. 
 It is a woman's and man's name of Arabic origin.  There is also the Karim variable.  It means graceful, generous,
honorable.  Name of an asteroid (832).  



kariña
It is an indigenous Venezuelan ethnic group.  It is found in the states of Anzoátegui, Bolívar, Monagas, and Sucre. 
Previously they were called Galibis or Caribs.  There are also indigenous people of this ethnicity in Brazil, Guyana,
French Guiana, and Suriname.  Language spoken by these indigenous people. 

karishuna
It is a program that facilitates the knowledge and management of the Quechua lexicography.  Arishuna or best Arichuna,
is the name of a Venezuelan town in the State of Apure.

karité
It is an African tree, also called tree of the butter or butter tree.  Its scientific name is Vitellaria paradoxa and belongs to
the family Sapotaceae.  Of the obtained the shea butter, which has restaurants, industrial and medicinal uses.

karma
In Colombia it use synonymously cone problem, difficulty, adversity, hardship, clamping, submission, chaining,
dependency.

karola
Carola is a variant in Dutch (Dutch) of the woman's name.  It is of Germanic origin and means that is strong.  Other
variants are Carla or Karla.

karoshi
It's a word in Japanese, which literally means death by overwork.  Death by physical exhaustion.

karrica
Karrica is an Albanian surname. Gjon Karrica pop music singer is famous.

karrrera
karrrera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Karrera" being its meaning:<br>It is a mark of professional
kitchen items and luxury.

karst
Name given in Geology to a dolomite soil that has been affected by the action of runoff waters.  Lenar, lapiaz.  Very
eroded and steep soil. 

kartvelia
It means land of the Georgians.  It means Kartveli, in honor of Karveli (which is the name of a georgian village, which is
considered synonymous with Georgia).  Therefore Kartvelí also means Georgian.  It is the name of an asteroid (781). 

kasandra
It is a name of Greek origin of woman and means the one that entangles men.  It can also mean sister of men.  Variants
Cassandra , Kassandra .  Name in Greek mythology of one of the priestesses of Apollo.  She was the daughter of
Hecuba and Priam, kings of Troy. 



kashrut
It is the set of dietary rules that Jews have and in which they determine which foods are suitable or allowed (kosher) and
which are not.  They are based on the determinations set forth in Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14. 

kastalia
Castalia or Kastalia was the name of a girl of Delphi in ancient Greece, daughter of the God Achelous.  Delm escaping
harassment of Apollo dived into a fountain that was renamed, Castalia.  In Colombia is the name of a soda or soda with
strong lemon flavor.

kastila
Filipino of Spanish ancestry.  Spanish-Filipino , Filipino-Hispanic .  From Castile, Castilian, Spanish. 

kata
Kata is a Japanese word which means form. In Karate, is the description of the sequential movements of each preset
exercise. It's like the choreography of the exercises.

katal
It is the name of a tree native to Indonesia, also known with the names of jaca, jack, jackfruit, nangka or panapen tree,
its scientific name is Artocarpus heterophyllus, belongs to the family Moraceae.  The fruit are prepared Jews acidic and
sweet like mango-flavored.  His Scots is very appreciated and it is manufactured the famous Gamelan in that country.

katamixerra
It is a voice of the Japanese language, which means memories of mountain or reminiscent of Erra. They refer to a rock
band.

katana
He's a japanese sword guy.  Japanese Alphanje. 

katari
It can also be used Qatari or Qatari.  It means originating in Qatar ( Qatar or Qatar ).  It comes from Qatar.  Related to
Qatar . 

katarina
It can be considered as a proper name derived from Katherine, Catarina or Catalina.  It is the name of a Noxian
assassin of the highest caliber, LoL (League of Legends).  She is the eldest daughter of General Du Souteau.  It is
known as the Sinister Dagger. 

katchas
Plural of katcha. It was a type of ancient vessel used in the Nordic seas. 

kate
It is one of the variants in the name of woman Catalina.  Variants: Katherine, Katherin, Katherina, Katia, Katja.  It means
Noble and pure.  It is of Greek origin.  It is equivalent to tasting or Katy in Spanish, is an apocope of Katherine.



kateme
Company of aesthetics in Cali ( Colombia ) is a Center for shaping and body slimming. The word Kateme is of Basque
origin and means cat.

katharos
It is a word of Greek origin that means free from guilt and pollution.  Decontaminated, pure.  Cathar.  Free from sin. 
Former branch of the Church. 

katherin
It's a woman's name of Greek origin.  It is the English version of the name Catalina.  It means pure.  There are the
Katherina and Katherine variants.

katherine
It is a woman's name of Irish origin that means pure, immaculate, white.  There are many variants in languages such as
Slavic, English, Spanish and Portuguese (among others: Katherin, Catherine, Caterina, Katherina, Catlin, Kathiin,
Catarina, changing the c for k, adding intermediate h, or changing the i for e. 

katia
It is a woman's name of Slavic and Russian origin.  It means the one that comes from noble house.  Katja variant. 
Which is chaste and pure.  It can be considered catalina variant. 

katja
It's a woman's name of Slavic origin.  Equivalent to Katia.  It means it's chaste and pure.  It is considered a Slavic variant
of Catherine, which is of Greek origin.

katmandu
Kathmandu is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Kathmandu; With tilde ). "being its meaning:"<br>The
correct term is Kathmandu.  Capital of Nepal and step forced for climbers of Everest.

katrina
The name of one of the very destructive 2005 hurricane that affected the Caribbean, Florida and especially New
Orleans.  Kathrina Variant.  As it is tradition, the names of catastrophic hurricanes never will be used.  It is a name of
Latin origin woman and means which is pure.

katunga
You mean half or half.  Divided into two equal parts.  It is used in the Philippines. 

katzar
In Hebrew it means party, Merrymaking, Carnival. Theatrical show. It is not the Spanish language, but Spanish-speaking
Jews use it frequently.

kaus media
Name of a star in the constellation Sagittarius.  The word Kaus is of Arabic origin and means Arch and Middle refers to
its intermediate or central location.  It is part of the arc and is also called Kaus Meridionalis, Delta Sagittarii, Delta Sgr or
19 Sagittarii. 



kaveh
It is the name of a mythical figure of the Kurds.  Kawe .  Kavéh the blacksmith.  It is used as a male name in several
Muslim countries.  Name of a star in the Constellation Snake. 

kawaii
It is a qualifying adjective of Japanese origin used in the animated games.  It means cute, tender, delicate.

kaweshka
Ers one of the various ways of calling europeans to an indigenous Patagonian or southern people who lived in territories
of the extreme South of Argentina and South of Chile. 

kaweskar
They are also known as kawashkar or kawésqar.  It is the name of a Chilean nomadic ethnic group.  They were also
called alacalufes, alakaluf or halakwulup.  For about 6000 years they were navigators of the southern canals of
Patagonia.  It was also the name of the language they spoke.  The word means being human, person.

kaya
It is the name of one of Bob Marley's musical albums.  It can mean for many in slang rastafari marijuana.  It is the name
of an English actress, whose full name is Kaya Rose Humphrey Scodelario and is better known as Kaya Scodelario. 

kayak
It is a type of canoe very light and cover, which usually has a space for one person.  The original kayak is covered with
sealskin.  Currently in the sports of rowing, there are Kayaks also for two and four crew members.  It operates with wide
blade oars.  You can use for fishing or just to paddle.  The word is of Eskimo origin.  He is currently one of the Olympic
sports of rowing activity.

kayrel
It can mean ornament, fringe, braid.  It is also a name of Greek origin meaning the one on the throne.  It is considered a
variant of Kyra (which in English is pronounced Kaira). 

kággaba
In Colombia and anthropology is another way to call the village Kogui, of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.  Kabbay or
Cogui is also used.  It's also a way to call your language or language.

kággabba
In the ancestral language it means true people, people.  It is one of the names given to a Colombian aboriginal people
settled in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.  They are called "The Guardians of the Universe".  They are also called
Kogi, Kogui or Cogui. 

kea
KEA is a library of State management to React ( JavaScript ).  It is useful to build user interfaces.  It is maintained by
Facebook, Instagram, and a community of individual developers.

kedlock
It means white mustard, pale mustard.  It is a Eurasian mustard (Sinapis alba Brassica hirta ) cultivated for its pale



yellow seeds that produce mustard and mustard oil.

kee
It is an acronym in English of Knowledge Engineering Environment ( Environment or atmosphere of the engineering of
knowledge ). KEE is also used in geology and is also an acronym in English of the KT extinction event, referring to the
mass extinction of species occurred 66 million years ago.

keeling
It is a word from the English language that means to collapse, to collapse, to fall.  collapse. 

kefalina
It is the same as Cephalin.  In biochemistry, is the generic way of referring to the Gliserofosfolipidos. 
Phosphatidylethanolamine, lipio, lecithin.  Crude extract of cerebral tissue rich in phospholipids.  Used as a coagulating
agent in blood clotting studies.

kehila
kehila is incorrectly written and should be written as "Kehila, Keila or Kehilla." being its meaning:<br>It is a word of
Hebrew language meaning congregation. It is also a village of Estonia.Es a woman's name which means Crown of
laurels. Of Hebrew origin.

keinán
He's a biblical character who lived before the Universal flood.  It appears in the Book of Genesis.  It is also listed as
Qenán or Cainan.  He was a grandson of Seth, so great-grandson of Adam and Eve.  Keinán's father was Enos.

keisha
It is the stage name of an erotic dancer and actress sex.  His real name is Raquel Rene Ríos.

kekis
They're the same coconut paledonias.  In Colombia they are galician coconut and panela scraped and flavored, usually
with cinnamon.  Coquitos or cokes.  They are also called kekes or queques and many consider it an anglilicism by Cake.
 Many parts of the Caribbean are also prepared.  In Panama and Mexico it means tail, tail, butt, buttocks. 

kel
Kel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 Kel; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is an Irish male
name.  It means fighter, who fights.  Variant of Kelly.

kella
Kella is incorrectly written and should be written as "Kella ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Kella.  It is the name of a municipality in Thuringia, Germany.

kelpie
He is a fabulous being from Scottish Mythology, able to shapeshift.  It was usually presented in the form of a horse but
could transform into a human.  It was a spirit of lakes and ponds.  It is also the name of a breed of Australian herding
dogs. 



kelvin
Name of the Glasgow River that flows behind the Botanic Gardens.  It is a male name of Scottish and Irish origin,
meaning beautiful from birth.  Kevin Variant .  It is also a surname of English origin (after the name of the river). 
Temperature table proposed by English physicist and chemist William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin.  It starts at Absolute
Zero or -273°K. 

kemalista
It means follower of Kemal, a person who practices the doctrines of Kemalism.  Fanatic of the Turkish nationalist party. 
Follower of Mustafa Kemal, also known as Mustafa Kemal Pasa, Mustafa kemal Bey or much more, such as Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk, where "Ataturk" means father of the Turks.  

kener
It is a variant of Kenneth. Kener or Kenner is of Gaelic origin and means well seated, well positioned, accommodated.
Located on a throne.

kenia
Kenya or Kenya, is the name of a country from the eastern end of Africa, whose capital is Nairobi.  It means bright
mountain in Swahili language.  Mountain located in Kenya is the most Tin second in Africa after Mount Kilimanjaro.

kenko
Name of Japanese company that supplies photographic accessories.  Name of a Peruvian archaeological site, near
Machu Picchu.  The word of Quechua origin, means labyrinth, tangle, daedalus or confusion. 

kenningar
It's an Icelandic language word meaning theories.  In Icelandic and Nordic, it can also mean symbols, names.  They are
rhetorical figures used in the Middle Ages (between the ninth and eleventh centuries) in some literary works of Norway
and Iceland.  The word as such is the plural of kenning (symbol, name, theory, know). 

kennings
It is an erroneous term if it is intended as a plural of Kenning, for the correct plural is Kenningar.  A Kenning is a
rhetorical figure used in countries such as Iceland and Norway.  In Old Norse it means naming, knowing, designating. 

kenny
It is an abbreviation of the name of male Kenneth.  It is of Scottish Gaelic origin and means who sends, dominates or
controls.  The one who excels.  It is translated to latin as Gaius Valerius.  Kenneth Ray "Kenny" Rogers Hester is the full
name of Kenny Rogers, Country singer.

kenotico
The correct term is kenotic, with tilde.  It means empty, stripped, detached, anonysed, empty.  He doesn't tie him up at
all.  Don't let him either stick to anything.  In theology, total abandonment to God's will.  He's got Kenosis.

kenoxis
It is a word of Greek origin used in theology.  Kenosis is also valid.  It means that it does not cling, that it does not cling
or does not adhere.  Very advanced state of spirituality.  Anoonadamiento, emptiness, detachment, disaffection,
abandonment of the soul, before the will of God.  You can also use kenotic, quenotic or kenosis. 



kentó
It is a blade, chop, slice or thin slice of cheese.  Kento is also the name of Japanese restaurants where they sold sushi. 
It is also in Japan the mark recorded in the top and in the bottom corner of a taco or iron on prints, to avoid stains or
colors ran.

kepis
It is accepted kepis, kepi, quepí or hats made, military Cap.  Hat or CAP that the military or the drivers used with the
uniform.  Played traditional military hat with visor.  Although many consider it a gallicism (French word kepi: military
CAP), it is estimated that the true ra´z is in Käppi, which in German is a diminutive of kappe: hat and from the Latin word
cappa (hood).

kerex
It is a derivative of oil which is used for lighting in lamps and additive in formulation of insecticides.  Kerosene, kerosene,
kerosene, canfin, paraffin, kerosene, kerosene.  This term is used in Ecuador.

kerkedé
It is the name of a drink that in Sudan they prepare with hibiscus leaves. 

kerkide
In the ancient Greek theater, part where the audience sat. 

kermés
It is a word of French origin (Fête).  It refers to a public event or fun, in which there are raffles, games and entertainment,
similar to that in Colombia we call a bingo or a bazaar.  Party or popular revelry, Verbena.  Most are made for charity or
fundraising.  Quermes.

kern
It is a surname of German origin, which exists in Argentina, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland and United States.  The
word itself means core in German.  Johan Hendrik Caspar Kern, was a very important Dutch linguist.  It is the name of
one of the most populous counties in California.

kernicterus
It's a medical term.  Quernícterus can also be used.  It is the name of a very serious neurological complication in
neonates, due to the excessive increase of bilirubin in the blood.  It is also called nuclear jaundice, ichthyeric
encephalopathy, bilirubin encephalopathy or neonatal bilirubin encephalopathy.

kerosene
It is a derivative of oil which is used for lighting in lamps and additive in formulation of insecticides.  Kerosene, kerex,
canfin paraffin, kerosene, kerosene.

kerstin
It is the German and Swedish version of the female name Cristina.  It is a name of Latin origin and means that of clear
thought.  Name of an asteroid, apparently dedicated to the Swedish opera singer named Kerstin Thorborg.

kery



Kery or Kery James is the stage name of a famous rapper born in the island of Guadalupe, of Haitian parents.  His name
is Alix Mathurin.  He currently lives in Orly (France).  He retired from music and practice Islam.  The kery or kieri is also a
plant and a genus of Solanaceae family, which also received floripondio of monte, solandra, lipaca, chalicevine, knob
names.  Gold Cup or busty.  Its scientific name is Solandra Guttate or Solandra grandiflora.

keyword
It is an English term meaning keyword or keyword.  It's a term used in computing.  It is used to determine, search, or
designate a group of topics or related articles. 

kéfir
The word kefir or better yet kfir in Hebrew means lion cub.  A reference plane is hunting israeli, equivalent to a F-21A,
result of the development and improvement of the Mirage 5.  Granules or nodules of Bulgarian yoghurt.  In Uruguay
called yoca.  Milk kerafinada.

khaíno
It is a Greek language word, meaning chaos or also, separated or separated.  Relative to disorder or confusion (cain) . 

khalanie
Kalani, Khalany, Khalani or Khalanie are indi woman's name.  Interestingly it means infection.  Khalany's Secret is the
name of a book and Kalani Brooke Hilliker Girard is the name of an American dancer and model.

khalany
Kalani, Khalany, Khalani or Khalanie are indi woman's name.  Interestingly it means infection.  Khalany's Secret is the
name of a book and Kalani Brooke Hilliker Girard is the name of an American dancer and model.

khalil
It is a male name of Arab origin and means friend, lover, companion, comrade.

khambalia
It is a word of Coptic (Egyptian) origin, assigned to a star belonging to the Constellation of Virgo, which is also called
Lambda Virginis, Lambda Vir, 100 Virginis or HD 125337.  It means pillar, base or support.  This word is also from the
Hindi language, with the same meaning. 

ki
Name of an ancient goddess in the mythology of Mesopotamia.  In the Mayan language it means agave, maguey,
mezcal, cabuya, fique.  Name in Maya language of the maguey . 

kia
It's the name of a South Korean car brand.  It means originating from Asia, born or born in Asia.  Old brand of bicycles. 

kiada
It means showing yourself of higher value or quality than you really have.  It means exaggeration, weighting, bulging,
enlargement.  Overvaluation.



kianpraty
He's a mythological figure from Australia.  It is also called Bunyip (or Boonjip).  Australian mythical monster compared to
the Yowie.

kiara
It's a woman's name.  It means contemporary, current, modern.  is of American origin.  It can also be considered a
variant of Kaira that is of Arabic origin and means crowned or also a variant of Clara.  Artistic name of a Venezuelan
singer.  Her real name is Gloria Sabrina Gómez Delgado.  Kiara as well as a singer is a lawyer and actress. 

kiarely
It is a name of American origin and means updated, modern, contemporary.  It derives from the female name Kiara. 

kibe
The kibe or better yet kibbeh, is considered the traditional national dish of Lebanon.  It is a kind of dough stuffed with
ground meat lamb, bulgur and spices.  In Turkish it is called Kofte, but it is frequent that is also called quibbe, quibe,
kipe, kibi, kipi, kepi, kibba, kiwi, kubba.  The kibe is also possible with beef.

kievita
Native of Kiev .   Relative to Kiev . 

kiko
In Colombia it is a way to call a breed of roosters very small.  They are also called kirikos.  It is also a way to call those
who have the male names Enrique (also Kike) and Francisco (also Paco, Paco and Pancho).  Name by which a Spanish
painter is known, named Francisco José Gómez Argoello Wirtz and better known as Kiko Argoello.  Quico or Kiko, is the
name of a children's character from "El Chavo del Ocho", a television show. 

kikos
Plural of kiko .  In Colombia it means small.  Class of roosters and small poultry.  Kirikos. 

kikuyo
It is a kind of grass, very common in Colombia, used forage for cattle and for slope protection.  Its scientific name
Pennisetum clandestinum and belongs to the family Poaceae.  He receives other common names such as Quicuyo,
thick grass, African grass.  It is of African origin, more exactly than Kenya and it is named Kikuyu means home of the
African nation in Gikuyu language.

kilem
It is the name of a Spanish metal band (by Albacete). 

kilian nombre
It is a name of Celtic origin and means little warrior.  Kylian is also used.  Given the Scottish origin, it can also mean that
you do not see , blind.  Name of a great French footballer, named Kylian Mbappé Lottin.  Kilian Jornet is the name of a
Spanish skier.  Name of a Parisian perfume. 

kilimanjaro
It is the maximum height of the African continent.  It measures 5. 891 meters above the sea level and is located in



Tanzania.  It is the union of three volcanoes.

kiloempleados
It is a way of referring thousands of employees in undertakings or entities that have many workers.  Very large payroll.  It
is not widely used.

kilombo
It is more suitable quilombo.  It is a term used in Argentina and means scandal, gresca, disorder, bochinche. 

kilométrico
It means related to km, to the distances measured in kilometers.  In Colombia is a brand of pens or simple pens that
write for a long time (words km).

kimberly
It is a woman's name of English origin.  It means woman of great strength.  Name of an ex-queen and Colombian
actress named Kimberly Reyes. 

kimbolito
In Colombia and Ecuador it is the name of sweet corn cakes that are steamed and wrapped in bijao leaves.  Quimbolito
can also be used. 

kimbundo
It is the same as Quimbundo, kimbundu or North mbundu.  It is the name of a language spoken nearly 3 million ethnic
North Mbundu or Ambundu, in Angola. Many of the words were accepted in the Portuguese language and spoken in
Brazil, Portugal and some former Portuguese colonies.

kimbundú
It is the name of a language spoken in Angola, especially in the Provinces of Luanda, Bengo and Malanje.  Quimbundú
is also used.  It is spoken by the Ambundú Ethnic Group (or Mbundu) and some of its words have been adapted into the
Portuguese language. 

kimche
It is a technological aid (Big Data application), based on Artificial Intelligence, that automates educational processes.  It
is very useful in Virtual Education.  It can detect Bulling or Dropout processes.

kimchi
In the name of one of the most popular typical Korean dishes.  It is a fermented preparation and its base ingredient is
Chinese cabbage, but it can also be made with radishes, cucumbers or other vegetables.  It's spicy.

kimosabi
It was Bull's way, calling him "The Lone Ranger."  It means good friend or great friend. 

kin
It is the name of an action-fiction film filmed in 2018.  It was directed by Jonathan and Josh Baker.



kina
Official name of the currency of Papua New Guinea .  In native language it was the name of a seashell, which was
formerly used as currency.  Artistic name of a Composer of the United States, Name of a Punk Music Band, Italian. 
Name of a boxer born in Peru ( Kina Talia "Dynamite" Malpartida Dyson ).  Name of a sea urchin class, endemic to New
Zealand. 

kinas
It's a woman's name.  There is also Kina, without the s.  It is of Hebrew origin and means approved by God, with the
approval of the Lord.

kinesica
The correct term is kinetic or quinésic, both with tilde.  It is a science or a discipline that studies gestures and body
movements.  You can also use the term cysic.

kings
It is not the Spanish language but English word and means Kings.

kingu
Between the draconian races are those who have a third eye in the middle of the forehead.  They look like lizards or
dragons.

kinkajú
It is one of the names that are known to the Olinguito.  It is a small carnivorous mammal native to Colombia.  also eat
flowers, nuts and eggs.  Receives other names common as dog mount, olingo, cusumbi, mico, cuchicuchi, huaso,
Kinkajou, hammering, mono michi, cuyuso, cusumbo ( in 41 Ecuador; or night monkey ( in Bolivia, )  Belongs to the
Procionidae family and its scientific name is Potos flavus.

kinki
It is the same as delinquent.  It is a short for quincallero (or kinkallero).  Seller of trinkets or jewellery.  Spain is
synonymous with delinquent, lazy, nomadic.  Person who offenders to survive.

kio
Kio, Kió, Guik or Keoh, in Chinese astrology is the name of a star.  Corresponds to Espiga or Spica.  It is the name of a
star of the Constellation Virgo.  It is also called Azimech, which in Arabic means helpless.  Other names he gets are
Alaraph.  Sumbela, Arista or Sunbala.  In Chinese astrology it corresponds to the Constellation Ji?o .  The Japanese
word means King and is one of the seven titles of the Japanese professional sh?gi.  Artistic name of a very young
Japanese singer. 

kiosco
In Colombia it means Ranch, ramada, caney.  By extension called also to a tent or hardware where they sell magazines
or sweets.  Kiosk can also be said.

kiosko
In Colombia it means ranch, ramada, caney.  By extension it is also called a tent or quincallería where they sell
magazines or sweets.  You can also say kiosk.  It is a simple type of construction, usually of a single room, which may or
may not have side walls.  It is synonymous with caney, tent, booth, square, pavilion, post, quincayerría, ramada, ranch,



shop, shop, awning.

kiosko quincallería
In Colombia it is an awning or small shop where they sell costume jewelry.  Place where they sell hardware (metal
products of low value)

kioskos
Plural of kiosk .  In Colombia it means ranch, ramada, caney.  By extension it is also called a tent or quincallería where
they sell magazines or sweets.  You can also say kiosk.  They are also a kind of Turkish vessel. 

kipá
Jewish rituals CAP that covers the Crown of the males.  It means Dome, involucre, covering the top.  Solideo, Cap.

kippen
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but German. Translate inclination. Although it can mean falling or water a liquid.
Loss of balance.

kipu
kipu is incorrectly written and should be written as "Kipu or Quipu." being its meaning:<br>Kipu, or best Quipu is a term
from the quechua language, which means knot, loop, amarados. It is a system of several colors of knotted cords to a
main rope, which made them knots in different ways to remember any data or important message. System approach of
the incas with cords or necklaces. Necklaces with messages in terms of indigenous peoples.

kir
It is the name of a popular French cocktail made with liqueur currant black (crème de cassis) and white wine.  There is
also another cocktail called Kir Royal, which instead of white wine, champagne or sparkling wine.

kira
It is a name of Japanese origin which means bright, bright, bright woman.  It is also the name of the traditional dress of
the women in the Kingdom of Bhutan.  Kyra, with and, it is the name of a city in Cyprus and is also a woman's name.

kirchnerista
He means follower of Kirchnerismo, an Argentine political movement initiated and promoted by Nestor Carlos Kirchner
and continued by his wife Cristina Fernández. 

kirial
It is the name of a book that contains the ordinary chants of a Mass.  A set of the different melodies of the kiries and of
the other chants that make up the ordinary of the Mass.  Kyriale . 

kiribatiano
It means native of Kiribati, relative to Kiribati, which is a country in Oceania, made up of about 33 islands and atolls.  A
name for a language spoken in Kiribati . 

kirie



It is a latin word for invoking God.  A mass start.  Lord! , God!.

kirin
It is the name of a beer company of Japan, which sponsors a u-23 players Cup and is called Kirin Cup. It is also a city of
Croatia and a mythological being, represented in an elder Dragon in the Monster Hunter games.

kirishina
kirishina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kirishima" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is Kirishima.
It is the name of a Japanese battleship which actively participated in the second world war, in the waters of China and
Korea.

kirolak
It is a word in Basque language that means sports.

kisar
kisar is incorrectly written and should be written as "Kisar ( own name )." being its meaning:<br>Kisar, also called Kisara
Kishar was the first mother or great mother among the Chaldeans.  Mother of An or of the Sky God Anu.

kislev
It is a word of the Hebrew language, which means fat, full, abundant.  According to the order of the Holy Bible is the
ninth month and coincides with the month of rains, which are necessary for agriculture, guarantee prosperity and a
harvest in abundance,

kiss
It's a word in English that means kiss, orsculum.  Name of a New York rock band.  Kis, with a single s, is the name of an
ancient city of Babylon, of which it was its first capital after the flood. 

kissel
In Slavic language means bitter, acid.  It is a non-carbonated sweet drink made with berries, especially blueberries and
sometimes with strawberries, cherries or raspberries, popular in the Nordic countries, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Belarus
and Russia.  You can eat as a dessert by giving it greater consistency by adding corn or potato starch.  It is also called
kiisseli, Kissel, keisel.  It is a woman's name of origin Slavic meaning woman sweet, syrupy.  It is also a surname in the
United States.  Vehicle brand founded by Louis Kissel and his sons in Hartford, Wisconsin.  Gold bug, one of his models
was highly appreciated by big movie stars like Greta Garbo.

kit
Kit means complete game, with everything you need.

kit escolar
The single kit word means full game.  Therefore school kit means set of necessary equipment so that a student can
develop their academic work (books, notebooks, pencils, pens, bags, erasers, uniforms, etc.  )  .

kitalpha
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning "part of the horse".  It is the name of a star in the constellation Equuleus.  It can
also be called Kitalphar, Alpha Equulei, Alpha Equ or 8 Equ, by astronomers. 



kite
It is an English word meaning comet or papalote.  It's also a way to call a variety of surfing sport.  In Ornithology, it is
also a way to call the royal milano, which is a bird of prey of the family Accipitridae.  Its scientific name is Milvus milvus.

kitesurf
It is a sports mode of surfing, which is done with a normal board, but the athlete is dragged or driven by a kite (similar to
a paragliding), of which it is tied. 

kitimanta
It's a way in Quechua to call Quito.  It means land, land or territory of Quito, Territory Quiteño .  Quitu.

kitina
It is more indicated to use the term chitin, although with k it is also valid.  It is a word of Greek origin meaning tunic. 
Name of a carbohydrate that is part of the composition of the walls of fungi.  It also forms the exoskeleton of some
insects (arthropods) and some organs of other classes of simple animals. 

kitten heels
They are two words in the English language: Kitten means kitten Heels high heels. It is a kind of shoes for lady who
became fashionable but the truth seem uncomfortable, unsafe and harmful to the delicate feet of a woman.

kiwi
Very rare bird of New Zealand which is characterized by not having wings, the feathers are long and look like hairs or
bristles, their nostrils are located at the tip of a long beak and their eggs are immense.  They are endangered.  Also
referred to as Kiwi.  Its scientific name is Apteryx mantelli and belongs to the family Apterygidae.

kiwicha
It is the quechua name of a Amaranthaceae plant, with small, edible and nutritious seeds, originating in the Andes.  It is
also known as Quihuicha.  quigueicha, amaranth or turkey mucus.  Its scientific name is Amaranthus caudatus.  It
should be noted that in some Andean regions kiwicha is also called quinoa, whose scientific name is Chenopodium
quinoa. 

kiwis
Plural of kiwi .  It is the name of a plant and its fruit.  Its scientific name is Actinidia delicious and belongs to the
Actinidiacae family.  It is also the name of some very strange birds originating in New Zealand and belonging to the
apterygidae family.  Nickname received by people born in New Zealand, New Zealanders.

kiyen
kiyen is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Kiyen; It's proper name )"being its meaning:<br>Kiyen: Name
Mapuche women.    ( diminutive of Kuyen: Moon ). It means lunita.

klein
It is a German surname and of Jewish origin.  It means small or minor.  Surname of a former president of club Deportivo
Los Millonarios de Bogotá, named Ignacio Klein.  Last name of a Fashion Designer from the United States, named
Calvin Klein.  Surname of a former Israeli trade representative who performed in Colombia, named Yair Klein. 



klika
It means closed group of friends.  In Colombia we say patch, combo, gang, band.  They are also used with the same
meaning clica or clika. 

klim
Trademark of a milk powder, Nestlé product.  Pseudonym of a famous Colombian journalist named Lucas Caballero
Calderón.  He was considered the king of political satire. 

klio
It is the name of an academic journal on ancient history of Greece and Rome.  It's 16th-  The full name is Klio : Beitr.ge
zur alten Geschichte , which in German means Klio : Contributions to ancient history .  In Greek mythology it was the
name of the muse of history and heraldic poetry.  She was the daughter of Zeus and Mnemosine. 

klio o clio
It is the name of the muse of history and poetry in Greek mythology.  It is the name of a genus of butterflies in the family
Pieridae.  Also this genus is called Archonias.  It is also the name of an asteroid and that of a car model of the Renault
brand. 

klotho
Name of the gene that controls aging.  It is located on chromosome 13.  It is the name of 3 enzymes, In Greek
mythology was a daughter of Zeus, who was dedicated to controlling and spinning the thread of life.  It was also called
Clotho.  It is usually represented as Kl. 

klotilde
One of the versions of the name of woman is Clotilde.  It is of Germanic origin and means glorious, victorious Warrior.

klymene
In Greek mythology it was the name of one of the nearly 3000 Oceanids.  She was the daughter of the Titan Ocean and
Thetis.  Wife of the Titan Iapetus and mother of Atlas.  It means in Greek Fame .  It was also called Clymene or Climena.
 Clymene or Klymene, was also the name of several other characters in Greek mythology.  One was the wife of King
Merops of Ethiopia and was the mother of Phaeton and the Heliads.  Also Klymene was the name of 2 Nereids,
daughters of Nereus and the Oceanid Doris.  Name of a Princess of Crete, daughter of Reu Catreo and granddaughter
of King Minos.  Name of one of the daughters of Aeolus, "Guardian of the Winds".  Also named after a Nymph and
several princesses. 

klytaemnestra
Clytemnestra or Clytemestra may also be used.  In Greek mythology Queen of Mycenae, wife of Agamemnon and
mother of Orestes and Electra.  It is also the name of an asteroid 179. 

knarr
Name given to the ancient Viking cargo ships.  Knorr is also used.  Old Viking merchant ship (or noerdic). 

knipolegus
It is a word that means Bagger or Harvester ants or insects.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the Tyrannidae family. 
They are known as attract.



knödel
It's another way of calling the klösse, which is a typical dish from Austria and Germany, are dough stuffed with meat,
they resemble the meatballs.

knuclehead
knuclehead is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Knucklehead" being its meaning:<br>It is not a word in the
Spanish language, but English and is poorly written, lacks a K. The correct way is Knucklehead, which means installed.
It is a reference of the first motorcycle Harley Davidson with distribution OHV ( Over Head Valvles - 41 overhead valves.
It was manufactured in 1932.

ko
It can be short for Knock Out ( Noted ).  In contact sports it's knocking down the opponent in one stroke.  The Mapuche
language means water.  In Computing is the abbreviation for Kilooctetos, which is a data storage unit.  It is also a
Japanese symbol meaning child, infant.

koan
It is a word of Japanese origin and in Zen culture it is a problem that the teacher poses to his student to check his
progress.  Many times it seems absurd. 

koans
Plural of koan .  In Zen culture, it is a problem that the teacher poses to his student to assess his progress. 

kobani
In Arabic it means eye or watchman.  It is the name of a city in the Aleppo Governorate in Syria.  It is officially called Ayn
al-Arab and most of its inhabitants are Kurds.

kobe
Kobe, a city of the Japan, is the capital and largest population of the province or Prefecture of Kiogo city. The word
means " Gate of the gods or the spirits ". Name of a basketball player of the NBA ( Kobe Bean Bryant )

kobos
Kobos is the name of a Hotel in Seoul, ( Korea ). Kobos or Kobus is as they call the antelope aquatic African or Antelope
of swamps.  Its scientific name is Kobus ellipsiprymnus.  Is the family Bovidae. ( Bovine ).

koch
Surname of German origin.  Robert Koch, German scientist, father of modern microbiology, discoverer of the Bacillus
that causes tuberculosis (Koch Bacillus).  A great Brazilian tennis player called Tomás Koch's last name.

kochab
It has also been called Kocab and very formerly North Star (Al Kaukab al Shamaliyy).  <es una estrella naranja que hace
parte de la Constelación Osa Menor  ( Ursi Minor )  .  La palabra de origen Árabe ,  quiere decir estrella .  Otro nombre
que ha recibido ha sido Beta Ursae Minoris .  una="" estrella="" naranja="" que="" hace="" parte="" de="" la=""
constelación="" osa="" menor="" (="" ursi="" minor="" )="" .="" la="" palabra="" de="" origen="" árabe="" ,="" quiere=""
decir="" estrella="" .="" otro="" nombre="" que="" ha="" recibido="" ha="" sido="" beta="" ursae="" minoris="" .=""></es
una estrella naranja que hace parte de la Constelación Osa Menor  ( Ursi Minor )  .  La palabra de origen Árabe ,  quiere
decir estrella .  Otro nombre que ha recibido ha sido Beta Ursae Minoris . >



kof
Video game series.  It is short for King of Fighters.  Name of an old vessel that was used in the Netherlands or
Nedeerland. 

kofte
It is also called kofta, kafta, kufta or kufteh.  It is a type of preparation of Turkish origin and consists of minced and
marinated meat.  It is popular in the Middle East.  In some cases it is similar to meatballs and in others they present as
cookies or arepuelas (flattened meatball).  It is also found in the cuisine of India and the Balkans. 

kogui
It is the name of one of the four villages that live in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.  It is also the name of your
language or language.  This village is also called kaggaba or kággaba.  They are considered the "older brothers of the
aual people of the planet earth" : According to their tradition live in the navel or center of the earth.

koguis
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people residing in the Sierra nevada de Santa Marta.  They are also called
Kággaba.

koinonía
It is a word of Greek origin meaning communion.  Eucharist, communion, link, union, loop.

koit
Name of an adult radio station in San Francisco, California.  Name of a star in the constellation Lynx (Lynx). 

kojiki
It means record of ancient things.  It is the oldest book that exists on the history and Japanese culture.  Begins with the
creation of the world by the kami and ends with the age of the Empress Suiko (628).  Also referred to the Kojiki,
Furukotofumi.

kokito
The name of a Cuban Reggaeton.  In Colombia Coquito, is the name of a primer for learning to read.  It is also the name
of a pest in crops.

kokolou
It is the name of a river in Togo, which passes near the towns of Alembonda and Kara.

kol
Kol in Mongolian language means foot or leg.  The name of the genus of a dinosaur is theropod that lived in Mongolia
and fed on termites.

kola
It is the name of a river, a Lake, a Gulf and a peninsula in the North of Russia.  The peninsula lies between the Barents
Sea and the White Sea.  All geographic elements are of the same Russian region.  In Colombia is the name of several
sugary soft drinks, popularly called soft drinks.  The most recognized are Kola Román and Kola Lux.



kolga
Named after a goddess in Norse or Viking mythology.  Name of an asteroid ( 191 ) . 

kolka
kolka is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kolka." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Kolka.  It is the
name of a headland located on the Baltic Sea, in the Gulf of Riga, Latvia.  It is also the name of a village, which belongs
to the municipality of Dundaga in that country.

kolval
Kolval is a town and a town in Karnataka Province, India.  They may also be asking about Koval.  It is a surname of
Russian origin.  Surname of a Russian scientist and political leader .  Name of a crater on the far side of the Moon. 

kombu
It is one of the common names of an edible Brown seaweed of the genus Laminaria.  It is also called Haida.  It has form
of long strips or ribbons.  Japanese dish made with kelp.


